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011 Romans 5:12-21 in Edward Rangel
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Undeniable Truths

Ephesians 2:1

Colossians 2:13

2 Corinthians 5:10
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Ezekiel 18:20
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Romans 5:12-21 Structure
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Romans 5:12–21

Adam the father of All
Adam the father of All

Adam is the father of all people because he was the first man created, just as Eve is the mother of all since the
was the first woman created.

However, it is wrong to say that we are born with the sin of Adam or with Adam's sinful nature. To begin with, as
we have already noted, Adam was not born with a sinful nature because he had the ability to choose whether to
obey or disobey, just like we do.

Death - Which one?
We cannot deny that at the transgression Adam and Eve eventually died physically, however, we cannot ignore
what Paul says BECAUSE ALL SINNED.

DEATH spread to all men BECAUSE ALL SINNED..this means that whatever this death is, we committed a sin to
deserve that death.

So think about this for a bit...If we don't sin, will we still die physically? YES. So the death that is mentioned here
is not physical, but spiritual death which is separation between man and God.
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Vs. 18 SO THEN

Vs. 19 SO THEN

Parenthesis 13
Sin showed up long before Moses ever came onto the scene.

Parenthesis 14
Sin showed up long before Moses ever came onto the scene.
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1 Timothy 2:14
Adam was not deceived, he went into this with eyes wide opened.

Parenthesis 15
Sin showed up long before Moses ever came onto the scene.

Parenthesis 16
Sin showed up long before Moses ever came onto the scene.

Parenthesis 17
Sin showed up long before Moses ever came onto the scene.
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Grace outshines SIN 20-21

SIN is no match for God's GRACE!

Post-Service Loop
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